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About This Game

• If something looks real - it is real! If you don't see a problem - there is no problem at all. Just trust your eyes!

• The regular laws of physics don't apply in Evo Explores. Even the gravity is under control of your imagination.

• Manipulate surreal structures to solve mind blowing puzzles. Every level will unravel the history of Byte planet and its citizens.

• Construct optical illusions to built impossible paths and guide Evo to the finish door.

• Evo Explores was inspired by a gorgeous Monument Valley game. We are big fans of original game, but we love Evo Explores
even more! Come share this feeling with us!

Features
- 45 unique mind blowing levels

- Relaxing gameplay. No need to hurry
- Accessible for all ages and for any experience in games

- No in-app purchases. Pay once and enjoy
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English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Simplified
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I enjoyed playing this a lot but probably wouldn't recommend it to others due to all the issues. It feels a bit like an abandoned
early access game.

Pros:

 Lots of busy work - wash the dishes, take out the trash, prep ingredients, rearrange your storage, etc. There's always
something to do. The game gives you lots of time before and after work time to get everything organised.

 Lots of new ingredients, meals, customers and upgrades keep it fun for a long time. Cons:

 Customers will just come in and order things you've never made before, and there's no help with figuring out the
recipes. You end up just buying everything because you have no idea what you need which makes storage a
nightmare.

 As the ingredients you can buy are random each day, you often are unable to buy core ingredients. E.g. at the
start a lot of your recipes are tomato based but you can go days without being able to buy more tomatoes.

 The game will randomly handicap you and there's no way of playing around it. Sometimes the machines break
for half the day and that's it - they're just broken and you can't make anything. You just have to stand there and
wait til it's over. I got a notice saying there won't be many customers that day, and then you only have 2-3
customers that day. Nothing you can do about it.

 Laggy. It starts off fine but after about 30 mins of playing I get lag that increases in severity the longer I play. It
fixes itself if I restart the game but I have to do this constantly.

 The art style isn't great. It's not the worst thing ever though.. Pretty fun game, my only complaint is that i find
many people with mods or hacks.. Enjoy the game. Always been a fan of total war and I'm a huge warhammer
nerd.

I recommend it to everyone who enjoys the total war formula or warhammer.

That being said, they really suck with all this DLC... Everything is hidden behind some god awful pay wall. You
want blood? 10 bucks. You want a new faction? 20 bucks... Just nickel and dime you to death. Overall I'd still
recommend it to fans of the series or warhammer!. \u0646\u064a\u063a\u0627 \u0623\u0646\u062a
\u0644\u0631\u064a\u0627\u0644 \u0645\u062f\u0631\u064a\u062f\u061f \u0623\u0646
\u062a\u0643\u062a\u0628 \u0627\u0644\u0642\u0631\u0641 \u0635\u0627\u0631\u062e\u0627
\u0644\u0644\u0645\u0631\u0627\u062c\u0639\u0629 \u062d\u064a\u062b \u0643\u0646\u062a
\u0631\u0633\u0645\u062a \u0645\u062c\u0631\u062f \u0642\u0645\u0627\u0634 \u0645\u0639
\u0627\u0644\u0642\u0631\u0641 \u0647\u0630\u0627 \u0647\u0648 \u0627\u0644\u0639\u0645\u0644
\u0627\u0644\u0623\u0643\u062b\u0631 \u0627\u0644\u062a\u0648\u062d\u062f \u0645\u0646
\u0627\u0644\u062e\u064a\u0627\u0644 \u0631\u0623\u064a\u062a \u0645\u0646 \u0623\u064a
\u0648\u0642\u062a \u0645\u0636\u0649. \u062b\u0645 \u0644\u062f\u064a\u0643
\u0627\u0644\u062c\u0631\u0623\u0629 \u0644\u062f\u0639\u0648\u0629 \u0634\u062e\u0635
\u0645\u0627 \u0642\u0637\u0639\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u062a\u0648\u062d\u062f \u0645\u0646
\u0627\u0644\u0642\u0645\u0627\u0645\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u0625\u0646\u0633\u0627\u0646.
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\u0623\u0646\u0627 \u0641\u0639\u0644\u062a \u0623\u0646\u062a \u0645\u0636\u062d\u0643
\u0648\u0627\u0644\u0644\u0639\u0646\u0629 \u0625\u0630\u0627 \u0643\u0646\u062a \u0644\u0627
\u062a\u0631\u0649 \u0627\u0644\u0645\u0641\u0627\u0631\u0642\u0629 \u0641\u064a \u0645\u0627
\u0643\u062a\u0628\u062a\u0647. \u0627\u0644\u0648\u0642\u062a
\u0644\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0639\u0634\u0627\u0628.. Mahjong Riichi Multiplayer is a Japanese Mahjong
game with single-player and online multiplayer capabilities. Please note that the game is NOT the matching-tile
game, but an altogether different game.

The Good:
As a self-described weeb, I can tell you this game is sorely needed. It's in English, has multiplayer, and on Steam.
The closest we had until this is Mahjong Pretty Girls Battle. Mahjong Riichi Multiplayer has online capabilities,
but it looks like they decided to abandon the "lewd cute anime girls" approach that Mahjong Pretty Girls Battle
had. So, I guess that's a plus, depending on your opinion on cartoon \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s.

For people who don't know what Riichi Mahjong is, it's a game a bit like rummy. Unfortunately, there's more
rules than the Magic Realm board game, and trying to describe it to someone who has never played it is like
trying to describe baseball with no frame of reference. Like, you ever play a really great board game with some
friends, but you have to spend like 2 hours explaining the rules, and do a bunch of practice runs, and the entire
time they're like, "Why are we doing this again? Why don't we play Scrabble instead," the entire time you're
trying to teach them, but eventually it clicks, and they really get into it, and it was completely worth all the
aggravation for six hours because you now have a new player? That's what being a mahjong player in North
America is like.

Well, luckily, Mahjong Riichi Multiplayer has a really good tutorial mode. That's really impressive considering
how complex the game can be. The new player will still have to memorie the yaku table (ugh) and there's nothing
really explaining the scoring system (even I don't remember all the fu and han
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t), but it can teach anyone the less finer points in about 20
minutes.

For the experienced weeb, there are other features that are appealing. Besides the mutiplayer (which I have yet to
use; more on that in a minute), you can customize pretty much all the rules, which include pre-defined rulesets
for WMC, Chinese, and Japanese variants, or, you can set your own home rules. You can also change the tile
backs and the table colors, or upload a picture and use it as the table background. Which, you know... neat.

The Bad:
It's buggy. REALLY buggy. I know the dev recently released the patch fixing some of the game crashes and the
winning-hand logic as of this review, but I played for about two hours, and lost three hands because the AI didn't
count it as a win.

Speaking about the AI, in the two hours I played, only once was an AI player in tenpai. The entire two hours. For
those that don't know the lingo, it's like playing a poker sim for two hours, and every AI player folded on every
single hand except one time. You can't see their cards, but either they were incredibly unlucky, or something is
off on the AI.

The Ugly:
Not to keep ragging on the AI, but in addition to it just not working, I think not having a skill level on the AI, for
at least single player, is a missed opportunity.

Design-wise, it's basic. VERY basic. Flat polygonal shapes, no background music, no background art, the sound
effects sound like they're generic stock sound files, the tile indicators look terrible and take up 1\/4 of the tile
without a way to change them other than turning them off completely, the notifications and options (like Tsumo,
Ron, Pon, etc.) are just text with some gradient added... it's clear the dev focused on function rather than form.
That's not necessarily a BAD thing, but if you want to hook in new players who've never played Mahjong (which
will comprise like %99.99 of Steam users), it's kinda hard to sell them without at least a little bit of pizzaz.
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Even the Steam Acheivements seem like an afterthought. Instead of having something like, an acheivement for
each yaku, or games played, or score or something, there's 9 total, one for each score group plus one for 100
hands won. I don't care about Acheivements per se. The point is that it's indicitive of some of the ugliness that
lies on the surface: it seems like it was another really good idea that just wasn't fully fleshed out.

AFAIK, this is the first english Riichi Mahjong game with online mutiplayer. But Mahjong Riichi Multiplayer's
online feature is a Catch-22. This is a niche market, so there's nobody online. Since there's nobody online,
nobody bothers with multiplayer. If nobody bothers with mulitplayer, there's nobody online. Since there's nobody
online, this becomes a niche market.

Now don't get me wrong, I'm glad this has online capabilities. The potential is there, and this has been out for less
than a week, so it's hard to come down on it too hard. In order to break the cycle, you have to inject fresh blood
and expand the market. But considering the problems this game has at the moment, I don't see it happening.

I hope I'm wrong, though. Time will tell.

Bottom line:
Can I recommend this game? Eeeeeeehhhhhhh...

For seasoned veterans and hardcore Mahjong fans, this is the exact thing we've been waiting for.
Buuuuuuuuuuut... the game has flaws, and you can probably find a match on tenhou easier than on here.

For those who don't know what Mahjong is and are eager to learn, this has the best tutorial I've seen so far, and
when you're ready to graduate, you still have the most feature-rich English-speaking version of the game you can
buy.
Buuuuuuuuuuut... it's not very flashy, and there are free websites or apps on your phone that are less than $12.

As the game stands today, I can't recommend this game. It hurts me to say it. I really, REALLY, wanted this to
be more than it is. If the dev fixes EVERYTHING, and adds a bit of paint and polish, it would be a winner. It's
SO CLOSE to what the Mahjong community needs, but it falls juuuuust THIS close to being perfect. I can tell a
lot of love and effort went into this by two guys on the weekends in their bedroom, but I can also tell that, yeah...
it was programmed by two guys on the weekends in their bedroom.

*sigh*

Until the dev pushes out a couple more patches over the next few weeks, I'll have no choice but to keep beating
my meat to mahjong pantsu.. Nice variation of 15 puzzle.. I love playing typing games but it's hard to get. This
game reminds me of Typing Tutor (DOS). To be honest, I don't know whether I should recommend this game or
not.

I kind of enjoyed playing this game. The design is simple but it's an enjoyable game. On the other hand, the
game has a few setbacks. The minor thing which I wish the game has: a setting to mute the sound or music. Some
players just want to listen to their own music to play a game.

Sometimes but not often, the words didn't really work. I have no idea why although I had repetitively typing the
alphabet. And sometimes, the word requires capital letter. One example is the word - AM. I tried smallcase but it
doesn't work and when I use capital letters, it works. When I played in a different round, the smallcase is
acceptable. I wish there's an indicator when I should use capital letter or all words change to smallcase letters
probably will be easier.

Although sometimes the words didn't really work, I still like the game but disappointed after I know how the
achievements work. The list is just a bunch of meaningless alphabets or characters. It's not related how you play
it. As long as you miss the word in the game in different difficulty level, you will get one achievement. Besides
of the EASY level, I've played the game seriously for both MEDIUM and HARD level. I wish the achievement
will be something like 50 words that you spelled contain 'A' or 100 words that you spelled begin with 'A'. Then,
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that list of achievements make more sense and will be more fun earning them.

If you are an achievement hunter or someone who likes typing or casual games, this is a recommendable game
but if you are an achievement hunter with principle or someone who can't tolerate any bugs in a game, this is not
a game for you.
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It's a fun game. You are the fairy servent of a prince, and you go to the mortal realm of veronawhen your Prince disappears.
From There you are in the world of Shakespeare, interacting with his characters

The game is easy to play and while there is lots to read, you won't be slaving away trying to find endings. They are all easy to
find. The romances are sweet too. I managed to romance tybalt from romeo and juliet.. Adds more varity and some much
needed content.. Worth two dollars? In my opinion it kind of is, i mean you do have to pay but at the same time this game is
funny as hell and also creepy as hell, recommend it

Warning though it does get boring fast. Totally overpriced. You either need to pay money or you have to play
9482739482734928479723 hours to get anything. The cheekiest system I've ever seen. 20 dollar demo. Havent heard a single
thing from the devs since i bought it. To top it all off it started to crash when i started it up every time, i see a million threads
about it, and no fix or comment from the devs on any of them. Most people that had that seem to have given up and refunded.
Wish i never bought this game.. chujowa 37 minut "gry" szmata strata kasy pzida
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